Objective: To examine frequent snoring, sleepiness, and sleep duration with baseline and longitudinal performance on neuropsychological (NP) battery.
Sleep disturbances are common in cognitive impairment and dementia. 1 Observational studies suggest that sleep duration, daytime sleepiness, and sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), including frequent snoring, increases the risk of cognitive impairment. 2, 3 Improving sleep might be an avenue for early intervention in those at risk of cognitive decline and dementia. 1 However, there are little data evaluating self-reported sleep symptoms and cognitive decline across different cognitive domains.
The burden of dementia appears to be borne disproportionately by minorities such as non-Hispanic blacks and Hispanic/Latinos. Compared to non-Hispanic whites, non-Hispanic blacks and Hispanic/Latinos have a 1.5-to 2-fold increased risk of dementia. 4 In addition, studies suggest that non-Hispanic blacks and Hispanic/Latinos have an increased frequency of snoring, daytime sleepiness, SDB, and short and long sleep durations compared to non-Hispanic whites. [5] [6] [7] [8] However, data are sparse on sleep and cognitive function in multiethnic populations.
In the Northern Manhattan Study (NOMAS), sleep disturbances are associated with worse cognitive performance in the Mini-Mental State Examination score and subclinical markers of vascular disease, [9] [10] [11] known contributors to cognitive decline and dementia. 12 It is unclear if specific cognitive domains are specifically affected by these sleep disturbances, accounting for confounders such as vascular risk factors, which have strong associations with poor sleep. The aim of our study was to examine the effect of sleep disturbances on cognitive processes and their change over time in NOMAS. We hypothesized that participants with frequent snoring, daytime sleepiness, and either short or long sleep duration had worse cognitive performance and decline in the domains of language, episodic memory, executive function, and processing speed. METHODS Original study population. NOMAS is a population-based study initially designed to determine stroke incidence, risk factors, and outcomes in a multiethnic cohort. 13 The original NOMAS community cohort of 3,298 participants was identified from random digit dialing using dual-frame sampling with the following criteria: (1) residence in northern Manhattan for at least 3 months; (2) telephone present in household; (3) age 40 or older at the time of first in-person assessment; and (4) no baseline history of stroke. Eligible participants were recruited for in-person assessments between 1993 and 2001. 13 Analytic sample. Starting in 2003, a substudy with MRI and neuropsychological assessments was performed in participants remaining clinically free of stroke. These were recruited sequentially during annual telephone follow-up using the following criteria: (1) age older than 55; (2) no contraindications to MRI; and (3) willingness to sign written informed consent. 14 Only participants with a Clinical Dementia Rating of 0, which denotes no evidence of cognitive impairment, and a detailed neuropsychological examination (described below) from 2003 to 2008 were included. The initial sample of 1,290 stroke-free participants eligible for MRI (including 199 newly enrolled NOMAS household members meeting above entry criteria) completed a neurocognitive (NC) battery. The sleep questionnaire was provided in 2003, during follow-up. The sample for the cross-sectional analysis was based on the participants with valid NC test and sleep questionnaire (n 5 711). A second in-person neuropsychological examination was performed 5 years later, which was completed by 687 participants with sleep questionnaires.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents. NOMAS was approved by the Columbia University Medical Center and University of Miami Institutional Review Boards. All participants gave written informed consent.
Outcomes: Cognitive assessments. We derived our outcomes from neuropsychological testing administered in a quiet room in English or Spanish by trained research assistants. We calculated domain-specific z scores for executive function, episodic memory, processing speed, and language. The neuropsychological tests were selected for each domain based on the relationships among the tests through an exploratory factor analysis and previous studies. 15, 16 Executive functioning. Executive function was assessed by computing the difference in time to complete the Color Trails Test Form 1 and Form 2, and the sum of the Odd-Man-Out subtests 2 and 4. 15 Briefly, the Color Trails Test requires participants to connect numbers or numbers alternating in color in numerical order as quickly as possible. The time it takes the participants to complete this task is thought to be indicative of cognitive flexibility (ability to switch between sets). The Odd-Man-Out task consists of 4 sets of subtests and involves the participant selecting which item in a set of 3 does not belong with the other items. Scores of each of the subtests were summed to create an Odd-Man-Out total score. 15 Episodic memory. Memory was assessed with a modified California Verbal Learning Test-II, using 3 subscores on 12 words, 5 trial list-learning tasks: list-learning total score, delayed recall score, and delayed recognition score. 15 Processing speed. Processing speed was assessed with the Grooved Pegboard task in the nondominant hand, the Color Trails Test Form 1, and the Visual-Motor Integration test. 17 Language was assessed with the following tests: picture naming (modified Boston Naming) test, category fluency (Animal Naming) test, and phonemic fluency (C, F, L in English speakers and F, A, S in Spanish speakers).
To evaluate cognitive decline, we computed z scores using regression-based indices for each individual test, adjusting for age and years of education. 18 Main exposures: Frequent snoring, daytime sleepiness, and sleep duration. Participants were asked about snoring symptoms, daytime sleepiness, and sleep duration during annual telephone follow-up in 2003-2004. 19 Frequent snoring was assessed with the following question, "Do you know, or were you told that you snore?" Frequent snoring was dichotomized (yes vs no) based on self-reported snoring .3 times per week, consistent with prior definitions. 20 Daytime sleepiness was assessed with questions derived from the Epworth Sleepiness Scale, as described elsewhere. 19 We categorized sleepiness into no sleepiness (0/24), mild daytime sleepiness (1-9/24), and severe daytime sleepiness ($10/24), based on prior definitions. 19 We assessed sleep duration with the following question: "During the past 4 weeks, how many hours, on average, did you sleep each night?" Responses were noted in 30-minute increments and categorized into short sleep (,6 hours), average sleep (6-,9 hours), and long sleep duration ($9 hours). 10 Covariates. Data were collected by trained bilingual (English and Spanish) research assistants using standard techniques to measure blood pressure, height, and weight and fasting serum glucose. 13 The main covariate was the NOMAS global vascular risk score (GVRS). 21 The GVRS score (range 4.4-11.6) reflects an individual's 10-year risk of a vascular event using demographic, anthropometric, behavioral, and vascular risk factors. It was developed in the NOMAS cohort in order to improve upon the traditional Framingham risk score and has been demonstrated to be an effective prediction tool to calculate the overall risk of vascular related outcomes using a single measure. 21 Depressive symptoms were evaluated with the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression scale (CES-D). The CES-D is a 20-item scale documenting 4 factors: depressive affect, somatic complaints, positive affect, and interpersonal relations. Scores on the CES-D range from 0 to 60, with higher scores indicating more symptoms of depression. Depression was categorized as present if the sum of the CES-D scores was $16 or if the participant reported antidepressant medication use. 10 Statistical analysis. We calculated z scores for each cognitive domain and used these variables as our outcomes. We fitted linear regression models and entered each sleep exposure separately into each statistical model. We evaluated the effect of frequent snoring (yes vs no), daytime sleepiness (severe daytime sleepiness and mild daytime sleepiness with no sleepiness as the reference), and sleep duration (6-,9 hours as the reference) with cognitive function and decline. As domain Z scores were not strongly correlated, separate analyses were performed for each cognitive domain. In the cross-sectional analysis, the Z scores for the cognitive domains at the initial assessment were not adjusted for age and education; instead, we included age and education as covariates in the models, along with time from baseline to sleep assessments and time from sleep assessments to initial neuropsychological testing. The final model also included the NOMAS GVRS. We then evaluated cognitive decline for each domain with age-and education-adjusted Z scores as the outcomes. The Z scores that represented change in performance over time were calculated using a regression-based approach that accounted for age and education and therefore these variables were not included as covariates in the analytic models. The final model further adjusted for the time difference between the sleep and cognitive assessments, time to initial neuropsychological testing, and the GVRS. We also explored the interactions between the sleep variables and APOE status in predicting cognitive decline. Participants with an APOE e4 genotype (4/4, 4/2, 4/3) were compared to those without an e4 genotype (2/2, 2/3, 3/3). The number of APOE e4 alleles carried by each subject was determined by HhaI digestion of PCR products amplified from genomic DNA. 22 
RESULTS
The overall descriptive statistics of the sample are presented in table 1. The mean age at NOMAS baseline recruitment was 63 years, with 62% women, and the majority was of Hispanic/ Latino origin. More than half of the respondents had less than a high school education. Twentynine percent of the sample reported frequent snoring. Mild or severe sleepiness was reported by more than half of the cohort, and the majority reported average sleep (6-,9 hours of sleep). The mean GVRS was 8.12, SD 5 0.86, with a range of 4.43-10.54. In the NOMAS baseline cohort, a GVRS of 8.2 implied a 10-year survival free of stroke, myocardial infarction, or vascular death probability of 0.10.
In the cross-sectional analysis, participants with frequent snoring had worse executive function and processing speed, with no differences observed in episodic memory and language (table 2). Compared to participants with no sleepiness, those with severe daytime sleepiness had worse executive function, but did not differ in episodic memory, processing speed, or language. In unadjusted models, participants with long sleep duration performed worse in episodic memory (table 2) ; however, in fully adjusted models (model 2), neither long nor short sleep duration led to worse cognitive function.
In the adjusted longitudinal analysis, participants with frequent snoring, severe daytime sleepiness, and long sleep duration had decline in executive function (table 3) . There was no decline in episodic memory, processing speed, or language. Abbreviation: GVRS 5 global vascular risk score. Total n 5 711. Values are mean 6 SD or n (%). Further adjustments for depression did not significantly change the link between frequent snoring (b 5 20.13; p 5 0.044) and severe daytime sleepiness (b 20.27; p 5 0.0089) with executive function. Also, after adjusting for depression, frequent snoring (b 5 20.29; p 5 0.0010), severe daytime sleepiness (b 5 20.29; p 5 0.05), and long sleep duration (b 520.29; p 5 0.04) led to worse executive function. We further evaluated sleep duration and cognitive decline stratified by APOE e4 status. There was no significant interaction between sleep duration and APOE e4 carrier status (p . 0.05); however, the power to detect effect modification was limited. Among those with an APOE e4 allele (n 5 146), participants who reported long sleep had greater decline in episodic memory as compared to participants with normal sleep duration, but did not reach statistical significance (b 5 20.44; p 5 0.07). This was not observed among APOE e4 noncarriers (b 5 20.08, p 5 0.67). We did not observe differences between other sleep variables and cognition in analyses stratified by APOE e4 status. DISCUSSION In this diverse urban cohort of older adults, participants with frequent snoring and daytime sleepiness had worse executive function, both at baseline and over time. Further, while sleep duration did not explain baseline differences in cognitive function, those with long sleep declined in executive function. Conversely, sleep disturbances did not lead to longitudinal decline in memory or processing speed.
Frequent snoring is a common symptom of SDB, a disorder associated with increased risk of mild cognitive impairment and dementia. 20, 23, 24 Continuous positive airway pressure, the main therapy for SDB, delayed the progression of dementia in patients with SDB. 25 The NOMAS sample consists mostly of Caribbean Hispanics. Similar to ours, a cross-sectional analysis of the Hispanic Community Health Study/Study of Latinos, which consists of over 8,000 Hispanics/Latinos from 4 urban areas, described worse cognitive scores in participants with objective measures of SDB. Women, when compared to men, performed worse in the domains of executive function, memory, and language, with worse scores particularly among the younger (45-54 years) age groups. 26 Future studies need to evaluate the effect and treatment of SDB on cognitive function in ethnically diverse cohorts.
Excessive daytime sleepiness and long sleep duration also are predictors of cognitive decline and dementia. [27] [28] [29] In a large community-based cohort of elderly men, daytime sleepiness predicted vascular dementia, but not nonvascular dementia. 30 In a different cohort, long sleepers were more likely to have dementia (hazard ratio 2.2; 95% confidence interval 1.1-4.4) after 3 years of follow-up, 31 and a 58% greater risk of dementia-specific mortality up to 13 years after baseline evaluation. 32 In our study, the findings between sleep disturbances and cognition, compared to others, may be partly explained by the use of sensitive neuropsychological tests. Some other studies measured global cognition using the Mini-Mental State Examination score, which may be insensitive to cognitive variability and could explain the null findings observed in other studies. 33 We estimate that the prevalence of cognitive impairment at the time of the first cognitive assessment was less than 5%, 34 thus our findings suggest that decline in executive function could be an early manifestation of cognitive problems in older adults with sleep disturbances. However, further studies are needed to confirm our findings.
Decreased attention and vigilance could explain declines in executive function as a consequence of poor sleep quantity, continuity, quality, sleep timing, and weaker circadian activity rhythm. 33 In addition, disruptions of the sleep-wake cycle and decreased Table 3 Longitudinal associations between frequent snoring, daytime sleepiness, and sleep duration with cognitive decline amounts of slow-wave sleep may lead to greater neuronal activity with increased deposition of amyloid-b. 35 Subclinical cerebrovascular damage may also contribute to cognitive decline. 36, 37 Sleep disruption is linked to vascular risk factors such as hypertension and diabetes mellitus, 38 which may indirectly contribute to sleep-related cognitive impairment. Sleep disruption as seen in SDB and long sleep duration are also linked to subclinical vascular disease (i.e., white matter disease). 11, 39 It is plausible that poor sleep differentially affects executive function by disrupting corticalsubcortical connections within the prefrontal cortex through vascular damage. 3, 19, 30, 40 This study has several important limitations. We were unable to rule out potential selection bias; it is plausible that those with the greatest cognitive decline were less likely to return for a follow-up assessment. However, the availability of follow-up cognitive data did not differ by baseline cognitive performance. In addition, reporting bias could also be an issue since our sleep measures were self-reported and we did not obtain polysomnography or actigraphy. There is also the possibility of residual confounding in any observational study such as this one.
The strength of our study is the unique diverse population of Hispanic/Latino, white, and black adults from the same community, which is often underrepresented in studies of risk factors for cognitive impairment. In addition, we systematically obtained measures of cognitive function and demographic, behavioral, and vascular risk factors.
In this multiethnic cohort, those with frequent snoring, daytime sleepiness, and long sleep duration had worse cognitive performance in the domain of executive function. Sleep disturbances represent a modifiable factor for cognitive impairment and should be examined in treatment studies for prevention of neurocognitive disorders.
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